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Agenda: 

Roll Call by Organization  
Client Eligibility or Client Enrollment Issues 
Provider Encounter/claims/billing/authorization questions or issues 
Crisis System Check-in 
Opportunity for any other topics 

 
 
In absence of SERI being released, should we go with the Mental Health Billing Guide? 
(Children’s Home Society) 
HCA: Recommendation is to operate under the old/current SERI, rather than switching to the 
Mental Health Billing Guide. Also recommend you check in with the Managed Care plans 
directly to see what they would advise. 
 
Can’t figure out who clients are assigned to. In ProviderOne, seeing that their original plan 
was dropped as of Dec. 30 and no new plan assignment. Have at least 8 of them right now. 
(Providence) 
They should all have current enrollments with MCOs as of Jan. 1. Those may be folks who lost 
eligibility as of the 1st. You would need to call the call center to see if that’s the case. It’s also 
possible that they are AI/AN. 
ProviderOne doesn’t tell us if a client is American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN). How would 
we know that? 
Email name, DOB, and provider ID # of the 8 people to HCAintegratedMCquestions@hca.wa.gov 
HCA will also send out information about how to know if a client is AI/AN. 
 
BH-ASO got a call over the weekend for a single bed cert for a Medicaid enrollee and tried to 
look up what MCO they are assigned to, and our access to ProviderOne has changed so we 
can’t see whether they are AI/AN or assigned to an MCO. (SCRBHO) 
HCA found out that in the loading up of the new profiles for 2019, a glitch happened which 
restricted access to the authorization system for ASOs. HCA staff working today to get this 
resolved. Will send an update when we have any new information. 
 
We have a client on Coordinated Care Foster Care, can we still see him? (ADEPT) 
Coordinated Care is still operating in the Spokane region for the foster care population, so there 
is still coverage. 
 
When is ProviderOne updated? For example, if we’re running a case management note at 
10pm, when can we assume that anything we check for a client for that day is updated? 
(Pend Oreille County Counseling) 
Enrollment would have changed effective Jan. 1. For most people, you won’t see anyone 
change until the 1st of the next month. Exceptions would be new enrollees who can join mid-
month or folks who lose eligibility. NOTE: Recommend that you check eligibility each time you 
provide a service to a client – generally changes happen at the 1st of the following month, but 
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something could change mid-month. If something has changed, you could end up billing the 
wrong MCO and get a denial and have to rebill, or if they’ve lost eligibility completely you might 
not be able to get paid for the service you provided. 
We are going to have certain service events happen after hours, and we may be running 
eligibility checks in ProviderOne after hours.  
Changes are not likely to happen after business hours, so you should be fine. 
 
Dates that the BHO gave us for extensions - are we to send in review on those dates or are 
new dates going to be issues? (Providence) 
If you have clients who are currently in the hospital, you should be in touch with MCO who is 
responsible for that person to make sure they know that person is in the hospital.  
Thought the BHOs were responsible for notifying which clients and which dates? 
HCA has been working to get info matched up between what was sent to us from the BHO and 
out again to the MCOs. But there could have been people who came since the BHO sent that, 
who came in over the holidays. If you know of people who you have not talked to the MCOs 
about, you should be talking to the MCOs directly about those clients to make sure you have 
current authorizations.  
Also, we have had a number of people with clients in inpatient for SUD, many of those have not 
been sent out to plans because we do not have release of information confirmation on those 
clients.  
 
Question about inpatient authorization, as we’re trying to place someone from outpatient to 
inpatient. Are we directly contacting the MCOs for authorization? Or is it the inpatient who 
needs to do that? 
Receiving facility (hospital) is responsible for notifying the MCOs, followed by concurrent 
review of medical necessity. 
 
Residential treatment is a different story. For a planned admission, MCO would prefer to have a 
prior authorization. Whoever does assessment to make the determination that the client is 
reasonably placed in residential treatment, that referent can send that information to the MCO. 
Whoever has the best and most comprehensive clinical information about that client is the one 
we’d like to send it in. Can send the prior auth by faxing it in or thru the MCO’s portal. 
 
 
 
 
 


